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Multiple-scattering effects on smooth neutron-scattering spectra

Joachim Wuttke
Physik-Department E13, Technische Universita¨t München, 85747 Garching, Germany

~Received 23 February 2000!

Elastic and inelastic incoherent neutron-scattering experiments are simulated for simple models: a rigid
solid ~as used for normalization!, a glass~with a smooth distribution of harmonic vibrations!, and a viscous
liquid ~described by schematic mode-coupling equations!. In cases where the input scattering law factorizes
into a wave-number-dependent amplitude and a frequency-dependent spectral distribution, the latter is only
weakly affected by multiple scattering, whereas the former is severely distorted.

PACS number~s!: 61.20.2p, 78.70.Nx, 61.12.Ex, 63.50.1x
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I. INTRODUCTION

Any neutron-scattering measurement is unavoidably c
taminated by multiple scattering. For intensity reaso
samples must be chosen so thick that a significant fractio
the incident neutrons is scattered. As an inevitable con
quence, a significant fraction of the scattered neutron
scattered more than once.

In crystals, single scattering from phonons gives rise
discrete peaks that can be distinguished fairly well from
smooth background caused by multiple scattering. In am
phous solids and liquids, on the other hand, the dyna
structure factorS(q,n) itself is a smooth function of wave
number q and frequencyn. In this case, the multiple
scattering background cannot be removed by routine op
tions, and often it presents the limiting uncertainty in the d
analysis.

Multiple scattering is basically a convolution ofS(q,n)
with itself @1#, and therefore it is nonlinear inS, and worse: it
is nonlocal inq and n. For this reason, multiple-scatterin
corrections are much more difficult than all the other m
nipulations that are necessary for derivingS(q,n) from the
countsN(2u,n) measured at given detector angles 2u: nor-
malization to the incident flux, subtraction of container sc
tering, correction for self-absorption, calibration to an inc
herent standard scatterer, correction for the ener
dependent detector efficiency, and interpolation fro
constant-2u to constant-q cuts.

The nonlinearity of multiple scattering means that a
correction requiresS(q,n) to be known in absolute units
The nonlocality means that a multiple-scattering event re
tered in a channel 2u,n results from a succession of scatte
ing events at other angles and frequencies 2u i ,n i ( i
51,2, . . . ). Corrections are possible only ifS(q,n) is
known over a wide range ofq andn. Some of the multiple-
scattering sequences that contribute toN(2u,n) even involve
angles or frequencies that are not covered directly in
given experiment. Therefore, it is impossible to infer t
distribution of multiple scattering from the measur
N(2u,n) alone. A full treatment of multiple scattering re
quires an extension of the measured scattering law in
wider q,n domain.

In a pragmatic approach, this extension is provided eit
by somehow extrapolating the measured data or by fittin
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more or less physical model to them. By feeding the e
tended scattering law into a simulation one can estimate
multiple-scattering contribution and subtract it from the me
sured data. After a few iterations one expects to obtai
reasonably corrected scattering law. Although such a pro
dure is regularly employed by a number of researchers
never became part of the standard raw data treatment.
technical intricacies and inherent uncertainties of multip
scattering corrections are rarely discussed in detail, and
the uninitiated it is almost impossible to assess their relia
ity.

The present work follows an alternative route: by pe
forming extensive simulations on simple model systems,
shall try to identify some generic trends of multiple scatt
ing. Ideally our results will help to assess past experime
and to plan future ones.

We expect multiple scattering to be particularly harm
when the scattering law varies only slowly withq and n,
because small distortions ofS(q,n) suffice to destroy much
of the information we are interested in. To focus on su
situations, we choose dynamic models that provide smo
incoherent scattering laws. To keep them in touch with re
ity, the choice of parameters will be inspired by actual e
periments on organic glasses and liquids. Since we do
intend to correct data from a specific measurement,
choose the simplest sample geometry, and we do not c
sider scattering from the container.

We start by simulating the vanadium or low-temperatu
scans needed for normalization of the elastic scattering
tensity. We then proceed with elastic and inelastic scatte
from a simple harmonic system. This case has already b
discussed more or less explicitly in experimental studies
amorphous solids@2–6#.

In liquids, diffusion or slow relaxation causes the elas
part of the scattering law to broaden into a quasielastica
peak. Multiple-scattering effects in this regime have be
studied occasionally@7–9#. More recently, interest ha
grown in the moderately viscous state above the crosso
temperatureTc of mode-coupling theory@10,11#, where a
relatively narrowa peak is separated from the vibration
and relaxational high-frequency spectra by the intermed
regime of fastb relaxation. By explicit integration of a sche
matic mode-coupling model we construct anS(q,n) that can
be used as input to the multiple-scattering simulation.
6531 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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II. MODELING S„q,n…

A. Rigid model

The rigid model represents a completely frozen, perfec
incoherent scatterer

S~q,n!5d~n!. ~1!

Quantum-mechanical ground-state oscillations will be
glected. This model serves to simulate normalization sc
The need for such simulations will become apparent in S
IV A.

B. Glass model

The glassmodel describes an isotropic assembly of h
monic oscillators. The ideal scattering lawS(q,n) is calcu-
lated by explicit Fourier transform of

S~q,t !5e22W(q,0)e2W(q,t). ~2!

In the high-temperature limit the exponents are given by

2W~q,t !5
\2q2

6MkBTE dn e2 i2pntS kBT

hn D 2

g~ unu!, ~3!

whereT is the temperature of the sample andM the average
mass of the atoms. Since the sharp cutoff of the De
model leads to overshots in the Fourier transform, it is ea
to work with a smooth density of states,

g~n!5
9n2

nD
3

expF2S 9p

16D 1/3S n

nD
D 2G . ~4!

The Debye frequencynD5(3n/4p)1/3c depends on the
atomic densityn and on the sound velocityc, which has to be
calculated as an average^c23&21/3 over the longitudinal and
transverse modes. In the limitt50 Eq. ~3! yields the mean-
square displacement

r 0
252W~q,0!/q25S 9p

2 D 1/3 kBT

M ~2pnD!2
. ~5!

The parameter setn51023 cm23, c51.2 km/s, M
57.1 amu, andT5150 K models reasonably well an o
ganic molecular or polymeric glass; it leads to a displa
ment r 050.3 Å and to a Debye frequencynD53.46 THz.

C. Liquid model

The liquid model is defined by a simple mode-couplin
model

05f̈x~ t !1hxḟx~ t !1Vx
2fx~ t !

1Vx
2E

0

t

dt8mx~$f%,t2t8!ḟx~ t8!, ~6!

where the subscriptx denotes either density correlation
around the structure factor maximum (x50), or tagged-
particle correlations at different wave numbers (x5q). The
characteristic frequenciesVx set the time scale; the friction
y

-
s.
c.

-

e
er

-

term hxḟx stands for fast force fluctuations that have
influence on the long-time dynamics.

With the initial conditions

fx~0!51, ḟx~0!50, ~7!

and the memory kernel of theF12 model @10,12#,

m0~$f%,t !5v1f0~ t !1v2f0~ t !2, ~8!

the collective dynamicsf0(t) is fully determined by the cou-
pling coefficientsv1(T) andv2(T). The tagged-particle cor
relatorsfq , on the other hand, are driven byf0 through the
simplest, bilinear coupling

mq~$f%,t !5vqf0~ t !fq~ t !, ~9!

designated as the Sjo¨gren model@13#. The incoherent scat
tering lawS(q,n) is obtained by Fourier transform offq(t).

The most striking prediction of mode-coupling theory
probably the existence of an intermediate scaling regime
tween a relaxation and microscopic vibrations, where a
time correlation functionsfx slow down toward a plateauf x
@14#. Around this plateau, they factorize as

fx~ t !2 f x5hxgl~ t/ts!. ~10!

The shape of the universal scaling functiongl depends on
just one global parameterl. Further predictions are made fo
the critical temperature dependence ofhx and ts . Many
neutron-scattering experiments@4,15–23# have been under
taken to test these predictions. However, the asymptotic
~10! holds only in a restricted frequency range, and theref
it cannot be used as input to a multiple-scattering calculat

In the last few years it has become possible to calcu
the full evolution offx(t) very efficiently and to arbitrarily
long times by explicit integration in the time domain@24,25#.
In cases where the asymptotic regime is not reached num
solutions of schematic mode-coupling models have b
used to fit experimental data@26–29#. In the most recent
example data from incoherent neutron scattering@23#, depo-
larized light scattering@23,30#, and dielectric spectroscop
@31# on glass-forming propylene carbonate have been a
lyzed first in terms of scaling@23# and then by integration o
theF12 Sjögren model, where the different observables we
all governed by one and the same density correlatorf0(t)
@32#. Results from these fits will now be used to construc
realisticS(q,n).

We arbitrarily select the 220 K data, which could be fitt
with the following set of parameters@32–34#:

V051000 GHz,

Vq5q3224 GHz/Å21,

h050, ~11!

hq5350 GHz,

v150.83,

v251.66.
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Deviating from Ref.@32#, the q-dependent vertices in th
Sjögren coupling~9! are determined from

1/~vqf 0!512exp~2r 0
2q2! ~12!

with r 050.546 Å, which satisfies the physical requireme
12 f q;q2 and hq;q2 for q→0 as well asf q→0 for q
→` @35#.

III. SIMULATING THE SCATTERING EXPERIMENT

A. Algorithm

The multiple-scattering simulation consists essentially
a Monte Carlo integration over many neutron trajectori
Our code is based on the well documentedMSCAT algorithm
@36–38#. All restrictions on storage size could be lifted; th
quasielastic scattering law was stored on logarithmicq andn
grids with about 403240 entries. Runs with 104 to 106 neu-
trons on a medium-size workstation took between less th
minute and several hours.

Each neutron is initialized with an energyE0 and a direc-
tion k̂0 along the incident beam. Since we are not interes
in instrumental resolution effects, the option of choosingE0

and k̂0 from finite distributions is not used. Next, the impa
point r0 on the sample surface is chosen at random, and
length l (r0 ,k̂0) of a trajectory straight across the sample
calculated. Given the total scattering cross section den
S(E0), the neutron will be scattered somewhere within t
sample with a probabilityp05exp@2S(E0)l(r0 ,k̂0)#. With a
probability 12p0, the neutron will traverse the sample with
out interaction; we do not consider absorption. At this po
the algorithm forces all neutrons to be scattered within
sample, assigning them as a weightw0 the survival probabil-
ity p0. A collision point r1 is chosen at a distancel from r0
with a probability proportional tod$exp@2S(E0)l#%/dl, and a
new energyE1 and directionk̂1 are selected according to th
ideal scattering lawS(q,n). Then the distancel (r1 ,k̂1) to be
traveled upon leaving the sample is calculated, the neutro
assigned a new weightw15w0p1, and the whole procedur
is iterated.

For each collisioni 51,2, . . . , thecontribution of the neu-
tron to the scattering scoreS( i )(2u,n) is evaluated for all
detector angles and for all energy channels. The weigh
each contribution is a product of~i! the weightwi 21, ~ii ! the
scattering law that brings the neutron from its previous s
into the segmentq,n, and~iii ! the probability of reaching the
detector without further collisions.

With each collision the neutron loses weight. Followin
its trajectory too far would make the simulation inefficien
Therefore, when the weightwi falls below a predefined
thresholdwc , the neutron’s fate is determined by a Russ
roulette: with a probability 1/2 its weight is doubled, othe
wise the trajectory has come to an end.

B. Setup

Samples have most often the form of a hollow cylind
~with its axis perpendicular to the scattering plane! or of a
slab~with its normal vector in the scattering plane!. Here we
choose the cylindrical geometry, which is preferred in e
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periments because it can be easily sealed and keeps
shielding and multiple-scattering effects rather isotro
@39,40#.

In slabs flight paths become very long when neutrons
scattered into the sample plane. For scattering angles aro
the angle under which the slab is mounted so many neut
are lost by absorption or multiple scattering that no meani
ful signal is measured. Outside this region multipl
scattering effects are expected not to depend critically on
sample geometry. In particular, we expect that our lowq
results hold qualitatively for slabs as well as for cylindric
samples.

To proceed, our cylinder has a height of 50 mm and
outer diameter of 30 mm, and it is fully illuminated by th
incident beam. The simulation does not attempt to desc
resolution effects of the secondary spectrometer; there
the detectors are placed at infinite distance from the sam

The bound cross section density isS0580 barn3(5
31022) cm2350.4 mm21, which is a typical value for
hydrogen-rich organic materials. In the low-temperatu
limit of a rigid scatterer,S0 is equal to the total cross sectio
densityS(E0); at higher temperatures,S(E0) is slightly big-
ger. The absolute scattering power of the sample depend
the thicknessb of the tubular layer. In practice, one chara
terizes the sample thickness by the transmission of a c
mated beam,

Tcoll5exp@2S~E0!2b#. ~13!

Samples withTcoll.0.9 are generally regarded as a go
compromise between the conflicting requirements of h
single-scattering and low multiple-scattering rates. Acco
ing to often heard folklore, a sample with 90% transmiss
is a 10% scatterer, and therefore about 10% of the scatt
neutrons will undergo a second collision. As explained
Ref. @40# this is not generally true: in a tubular sample o
needs a transmission of 96%~properly measured with a col
limated beam! in order to obtain a 6% scatterer~with refer-
ence to the full beam!, in which about 10% of the scattere
neutrons are scattered a second time.

For the present work, samples of different thickness h
been studied. In order to highlight the effects of multip
scattering, most results will be shown for a relatively thi
sample withb50.3 mm, corresponding to a transmissio

FIG. 1. Dynamic window for inelastic neutron scattering wi
the two incident wavelengthsl055.0 Å and l058.5 Å used in
this study. The lines showq(2u,n) for scattering angles from 2u
50° ~bottom! to 180° ~top! in steps of 10°.
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6534 PRE 62JOACHIM WUTTKE
Tcoll50.79. In Fig. 3 below, elastic scattering will be di
cussed as function ofb.

As in a real experiment, the incident neutron wavelen
has been adapted to the physics under study: A wavele
l055.0 Å has been chosen for the scattering from phon
in the glass model, and a longer wavelengthl058.5 Å for
the investigation of fast relaxation in the liquid model. Fi
ure 1 shows the dynamic windows that are accessible u
these conditions.

On output, the simulation yields the scattering contrib
tions at constant detector positions 2u. Just as for experimen
tal data, theseS( i )(2u,n) must be interpolated to consta
wave numbersq before they can be physically interprete
The interpolationq→2u→q is also performed on theideal
scattering law, which therefore may slightly deviate from t
model lawS(q,n) used as input to the simulation.

IV. RESULTS

A. Elastic scattering and normalization

Results from selected simulations are presented in F
2–11 below. The analysis starts with Fig. 2, which shows
elastic scattering from the rigid and the glass models. As
most of the following figures, the ideal scattering law of t
model is compared to the total scattering registered in
simulated experiment. Additionally, Fig. 2 shows which p
of the total scattering is due to single scattering.

For the rigid model the single-scattering intensityI (1)(q)
is equal to the self-shielding coefficientA„2u(q)…. This pre-
sents an important test of the Monte Carlo code@and actually
led to discovering an error in the determination ofA(2u)
@40##. In the glass model, the possibility of inelastic scatt
ing augments the cross section densityS(E0).S0, and
thereforeI (1)(q) is somewhat smaller than the product

FIG. 2. Elastic intensityI (q) from simulated scattering exper
ments. The incident neutrons have a wavelengthl055.0 Å; the
sample is tubular with a transmissionTcoll50.79, as described in
Sec. III B. The ideal scattering law, used on input, is given by
rigid model ~Sec. II A! and the glass model~Sec. II B!. The thick
lines show the amplitude of the elastic part of the ideal scatte
law; open symbols represent single scattering, and full symb
stand for the sum of single and multiple scattering. The thin lin
have been calculated as the product of the ideal scattering law
the self-shielding coefficientA(q) for elastic scattering.
h
th
s

er

-

s.
e
in

e
t
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A„2u(q)… and the ideal elastic intensityI ideal(q)
5exp(2r0

2q2).
The multiple-scattering contribution is almost isotrop

For a rigid scatterer in our relatively thick standard geome
~with Tcoll50.79) it varies by only62% around the averag
value I multi50.20. In the glass the elastic multiple scatteri
sinks by about one-half toI multi50.10 with wave-number-
dependent variations still of the order of62%. The total
scattering, obtained as the sum of single and multiple s
tering, remains for all wave numbers belowI ideal(q). Even in
the limit q→0, where the incoherent scattering law nece
sarily goes toI ideal(q)→1, the simulated signal remain
smaller than 1. This intensity defect has been observed
many experiments~clearly shown, e.g., in@41–44#!, and
simulations @7# have confirmed multiple scattering as i
likely cause.

Multiple-scattering effects in the rigid model bring us
the problem of normalization: while Monte Carlo simul
tions are able to produceStotal(q,n) in absoluteunits, experi-
ments are not. In experiments, the scattering law is alw
measured relative to that of a well-known incoherent st
dard scatterer. Usually, this standard scatterer is vanadium
the sample to be studied is itself an incoherent scattere
better choice is normalization to its own low-temperatu
elastic response. In both cases, the normalization scan is
represented by our rigid model.

Figure 2 demonstrates that the normalization reduces
q→0 intensity defect in the glass by about a factor 2. Th
multiple-scattering simulations will never become quanti
tively useful without simulating the normalization scan
well. Consequently, all simulated data presented in the
mainder of this paper are normalized to the rigid mod
simulation.

Figure 3 shows normalized elastic intensities of the gl
model for samples of different thicknessb. In the common
representation lnI(q) vs q2, Gaussians

FIG. 3. Elastic intensity of the glass model, normalized to t
rigid model, shown as lnI(q) vs q2 for samples of different thick-
ness~from top to bottom,b50.02, 0.075, 0.2, 0.48 mm, corre
sponding to transmissions fromTcoll50.984 to 0.68!. The thick line
shows the Gaussian elastic intensity given on input; the thin li
are Gaussian fitsI (q)5I 0exp(2r0

2q2) to an intermediate-q region.
The insets show the parameters lnI0 andr 0

2 so obtained as functions
of b. For thin samples, they converge quite slowly toward the id
valuesI 051 andr 0

250.09 Å2 ~arrows!.
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I ~q!5I 0 exp~2r 0
2q2! ~14!

appear as straight lines. The ideal scattering law is Gaus
by construction, withI 051 andr 050.30 Å. As anticipated,
the simulations yield intersectionsI 0,1. The question is
@43# whether in this situation fits with Eq.~14! can still be
used for extracting a meaningful displacementr 0. The inset
of Fig. 3 gives an affirmative answer: for samples w
Tcoll*0.8, r 0 will be underestimated by less than 10%.

B. Phonons

The inelastic scattering from the glass model is qu
weak. Very long runs are necessary before the simula
scattering law can be analyzed. Figure 4 shows results f
simulations with 106 neutrons. In the upper frame simulate
data are plotted as obtained at constant detector angles; i
lower frame they have been interpolated to constant w
numbers.

At small angles the interrelation between 2u, q, and n
causes the small-angle scattering lawS(2u,n) to attain a
maximum at between 2 and 3 THz, whereasS(q,n) de-
creases monotonically for any givenq. Similar anomalies
also affect the multiple scattering. Therefore, observation
this part of the dynamic window are likely to depend on t
incident neutron wavelength@45#.

The present work will concentrate on the more gene
effects of multiple scattering at lower frequencies where
given scattering angle corresponds to an almost cons
wave number. In this region the inelastic scattering from
glass model is essentially constant,S(q,n)5Jq . Since the
simulations have been performed on a logarithmic freque
grid, best accuracy is achieved by calculatingJq as a loga-
rithmic average,

Jq5E
n1

n2
d ln nS~q,n!Y E

n1

n2
d ln n. ~15!

FIG. 4. Inelastic scattering from the glass model, shown at c
stant detector angles 2u ~upper frame! and interpolated to constan
wave numbersq ~lower frame!. The symbols show the simulate
total scattering law; the lines represent the ideal scattering law~at
the same 2u or q and in the same order as the symbols!.
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With n1510 GHz to n25100 GHz we concentrate on
range where the curvesq(2u,n) vs n are essentially flat~Fig.
1!.

The q dependence ofJq is shown in Fig. 5. In then→0
limit

Jq5E dt@S~q,t !2S~q,`!#, ~16!

one can develop Eqs.~2! and ~3! into

Jq5S 3

4p D 1/3 r 0
2

nD
q21O~q4!. ~17!

This motivates fits of the simulated intensity with a polyn
mial in q2,

Jq.A1Bq21Cq4. ~18!

For the ideal scattering law, one hasA50, and the coeffi-
cientB agrees within 2% with the expectation from Eq.~17!.
For the simulated scattering law, we find a considerable b
line Atot , and a coefficientBtot.0.75B.

Sometimes a frequency-dependent version of Eq.~18! is
used for data analysis@3,46#. While multiple scattering is
made responsible forAtot(n) and multiphonon scattering fo
Ctot(n)q4, the termBtot(n)q2 is taken as an approximation t
the q→0 limit of the ideal scattering law. As we have see
for our model~with Tcoll50.79) this ansatz underestimate
B(n) by about 25%. One can expect, however, that this e
affects more the absolute intensity scale than the freque
dependence ofS(q,n)/q2.

C. Quasielastic spectra

The nontrivial features of quasielastic spectra are visu
ized best after converting them to susceptibilities,

-

FIG. 5. Inelastic intensity from the glass model, calculated
logarithmic average@Eq. ~15!# over the low-frequency region 10–
100 GHz. The full symbols show the normalized total scatteri
The plus signs represent the ideal scattering law. Full lines are
with a quadratic function inq2; dotted lines show the same fit
without q4 contribution. Above 1 Å21, the total scattering could be
described by a simpleJq}q dependence for which, however, the
is no physical basis.
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6536 PRE 62JOACHIM WUTTKE
xq9~n!5S~q,n!/n~n!, ~19!

with the Bose factorn(n)5@exp(hn/kBT)21#21. Figure 6
shows the ideal and simulated susceptibilities of the liq
model at different wave numbers. We see a wave-num
dependenta peak at low frequencies, the scaling region
fast relaxation around the minimum at 60 GHz, and a vib
tional peak a little below the model’s fundamental frequen
V051 THz.

At large wave numbers, this scenario is qualitatively
produced in the simulated experiment, although the spec
distribution is significantly distorted by multiple scatterin
The simulated susceptibilities even cross the input curves
the phonon range,moreneutrons arrive than expected fro
the ideal scattering law, similar to what was found for t
glass model~Fig. 4!.

FIG. 6. Dynamic susceptibility of the liquid model, simulate
with an incident neutron wavelengthl058.5 Å. Intensities are nor-
malized to the rigid model. Lines show the ideal scattering la
symbols the simulated total scattering intensity.

FIG. 7. Amplitude, stretching exponent, and time constant fr
Kohlrausch fits of thea peak. The different symbols refer to th
ideal (1) and simulated (l) total susceptibilities. The time con
stants^tq& have been multiplied byq2. Note that realistic experi-
ments will cover only wave numbers above about 0.1 Å21.
d
r-

f
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y
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al
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At small wave numbers, multiple scattering changes
susceptibilities even qualitatively: in addition to thea peak
of the ideal scattering law the simulated small-angle d
possess another peak, which is entirely due to multiple lar
angle scattering. Around this peak,multiple scattering is up
to two orders of magnitude stronger than single scatterin
Such anomalies can arise as soon as the ideal scattering
has a pronounced wave-number dependence.

For a quantitative analysis, thea peaks have been fitte
with the Fourier transform@47,48# of the Kohlrausch
stretched exponential

Fq~ t !5Aq exp@2~ t/tq!bq#. ~20!

The wave-number-dependent fit parameters are reporte
Fig. 7. Instead oftq , the mean relaxation time

^tq&5E
0

`

dt
Fq~ t !

Fq~0!
5

tq

b
GS 1

b D ~21!

is shown because it couples less strongly tobq . The repre-
sentation asq2^tq& anticipates an overall wave-number d
pendencê tq&}q22, which is well fulfilled in the small-q
limit where tagged-particle motion can be described
simple diffusion@8,49#. Even for the ideal scattering law th
fit parameters show random fluctuations, due to trivial in
curacies in interpolating fromq to 2u and back. The fluctua-
tions are particularly strong inbq because only the very be
ginning (n,2.5np) of the high-frequency wing was fitted.

Nevertheless, we can read off with certainty that multip
scattering affects the line shape and the time constant m
less than the amplitude. Multiple-scattering effects are m
pronounced at intermediate wave numbers: at small w
numbers the spuriousa peak from multiple scattering is s
far away that it no longer distorts the top of the sing
scatteringa peak.

In Figs. 8–10 below we shall analyze the scaling behav
of the fast relaxation. Around the minimum ofx9(q,n) the
factorization property~10! implies that all susceptibilities
can be rescaled onto a master curve

x̂q9~n!5x9~q,n!/hq . ~22!

The amplitudes are determined from the simulatedx9(q,n)
by a least-squares match of neighboringq cuts, just as one
would do in the analysis of experimental data@4,22,23#.

Figure 8 shows thex̂q9(n). Around and above the suscep
tibility minimum, the simulated data fall onto each oth
quite well. At lower frequencies, the crossover toward thea
peak leads to wave-number-dependent multiple-scattering
fects that cause small but systematic violations of the fac
ization. Here again, multiple-scattering effects are leas
large angles.

Therefore, in Fig. 9 the analysis is restricted to wave nu
bers above 1.0 Å21. In this range ideal and simulated su
ceptibilities areq independent over a frequency range
more than a decade around the minimum. The scaling fu
tion gl( n̂) @50# is fitted to the average susceptibilit

^x̂q9(n)&q . As in many real experiments this fit works on
for frequencies below the minimum. For the ideal scatter
law @Fig. 9~a!# we obtainl50.73, which differs consider-
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ably from the parameter 0.775 used as input to the mo
construction@Eq. ~11!#. This is not unexpected in a physic
situation where the asymptotic regime described by Eq.~10!
is not fully reached. Nevertheless, as discussed in Ref.@32#,
the asymptotic formulas give an adequate qualitative desc
tion of the experimentally accessible dynamics.A fortiori fits
with gl( n̂) remain useful for communicating experiment
results and for comparing results from different sources@23#.

For these reasons the simulated data@Fig. 9~b!# have also
been fitted with the asymptotic scaling function. One fin
almost exactly the samel as for the ideal scattering law
Although this accord may be to some degree coincident
shows that large-angle susceptibilities in the fast relaxa

FIG. 8. Dynamic susceptibility as in Fig. 6, rescaled with
q-dependent amplitudehq according to the factorization~22!. At
small wave numbers multiple scattering distorts in particular
intensity ratio ofa relaxation vs fast relaxation. This can also
seen by comparing the amplitudesAq ~Fig. 7! andhq ~Fig. 10!.

FIG. 9. Rescaled susceptibilityx9(q,n)/hq as in Fig. 8, but only
for the largest wave numbersq51.0–1.4 Å21. The full curves are
fits with the asymptotic scaling functiongl(n/ns). Multiple scat-
tering causes a shift of the minimum position but has almost
influence on the line shape.
el

p-

s

it
n

regime are hardly distorted by multiple scattering. On t
other hand, the minimum positionns is shifted from 63 to 50
GHz.

Figure 10 shows the amplitudehq . For the ideal scatter-
ing law it is proportional to 12 f q , with a Gaussianf q , as
expected from the model’s construction. For the simula
data this wave-number dependence is smeared out cons
ably. The small-wave-number limithq}q2 is now on top of
a huge constant term. Toward larger wave numbers thehq
increase less than in the ideal case. In the range 0.8–1.621

this leads to a nearly perfect, although physically meani
less, linear behaviorhq}q ~similarly, one could draw a line
Jq}q through the phonon data of Fig. 5!. Such a linearity
has been observed in several experimental studies@51,52#—
most recently in exactly the same wave-number range
propylene carbonate@23#. It has been suspected from th
beginning that this behavior and in particular the deviatio
from the physical small-q limit hq;q2 are due to multiple
scattering. The present results show that this explanatio
consistent and plausible.

D. Scattering angles

The Monte Carlo simulation not only yields the total sca
tering law S(2u,n) and its partialsS( i )(2u,n), with simple
extensions the code can also be used to generate addit
information that is not accessible in experiments. For
stance, it is possible to score conditional probabilities t
describe which single-scattering events$2u i ,n i% contribute
to the multiple-scattering counts registered in a given ch
nel 2u,n. Here we shall consider the simplest case: ela
double scattering from the rigid model. Given a doub
scattered neutron that arrives at a detector angle 2u, we ask
for the probabilitiesf i(2u i u2u) that in the i th collision (i
51,2) the neutron has been scattered by an angle 2u i .

A simulation with some 104 neutrons confirmsf 15 f 2.
This was expected from symmetry and allows us to impro
the statistics by calculating an averagef 5( f 11 f 2)/2. Figure
11 shows f (2u8u2u) as function of the single-scatterin
angle 2u8. Surprisingly, this function shows no siginifican

e

o

FIG. 10. Amplitudeshq as used for the rescaling in Figs. 8 an
9. The wave-number dependence is almost the same as fo
low-frequency inelastic intensity in the glass model~Fig. 5!. The
line indicates the transient linearq dependence observed in sever
real experiments.
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dependence on the total scattering angle 2u. For any 2u, it is
an almost triangular function of 2u8, except around the
maximum at 2u8590° where it is even somewhat sharpe
This is the joint effect of two causes: The solid angle acc
sible for a given interval in 2u8 is proportional to sin 2u8.
And for scattering angles around 90° there is a chance
the flight path between the two collisions is about perp
dicular to the scattering plane, and thus parallel to the s
metry axis of the tubular sample; in this case, neutrons h
to travel a very long path before leaving the sample, a
therefore they will almost certainly be available for a seco
scattering process, thereby enhancing their contribution
f (2u8u2u).

V. CONCLUSION

Starting with elastic scattering, we have reconfirmed t
multiple scattering leads to a pronounced intensity defec
I (q→0), as regularly observed in backscattering measu
ments. The strong effects of multiple scattering in the rig
model make clear that any correction of experimental d
must start with correcting the normalization scan.

With increasing temperature~passing to the glass mode!
part of the neutrons goes into inelastic channels; the ela
scattering probabilityI ideal(q) becomesq dependent and di
minishes on average. This leads to a strong decrease o
elastic-elastic multiple scattering but does not change its
gular distribution, which remains almost isotropic. Even
a rather thick scatterer theq dependence of the total elast
intensity remains close to the input Gaussian. This can
seen as support for the optimistic view@9# according to
which it is not impossible, after appropriate corrections,
extract additional information from subtle features of a no
Gaussian elastic intensity.

Passing to inelastic scattering, it has been known fo
long time that multiple scattering distorts the wave-num
dependence ofS(q,n) more than its frequency dependenc
The reason is quite simple: in a typical solid, as represen
by our glass model, and for typical neutron wavelengths
chosen in a time-of-flight experiment, the Debye-Waller fa
tor is not too different from 1, which means that most sc
tering events are elastic. Under this condition, a doub

FIG. 11. Distributionf (2u8u2u) of single-scattering angles 2u8
contributing to the elastic double scattering for three different
tector angles 2u. From a simulation of the rigid model. The en
hanced probability of 90° scattering events is attributed to
sample geometry which admits long flight paths perpendicula
the scattering plane.
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scattering event registered in an inelastic channel is m
more likely to stem from an elastic-inelastic or inelast
elastic history than from a sequence of two inelastic co
sions. Since the amplitude initially varies asJq}q2 it follows
that multiple scattering has its worst effects on small-an
measurements. These insights are fully confirmed by
present simulation. It is shown that multiple scattering c
lead to an appealing yet unphysicalJq}q dependence. It is
emphasized that high frequencies give rise to additional
ficulties because constant-angle detectors measure
frequency-dependent wave numbersq(2u,n).

Taking advantage of recent progress in handling mo
coupling equations, it was possible to construct a liqu
model, which not only describes relaxational dynamics
comprises at least schematically also the vibrational sp
trum so that it is defined in the entireq,n plane. Simulations
on this model show at least one bizarre effect—the shadoa
peak in Fig. 6—but as a whole they are reassuring: as in
glass, multiple scattering distorts the wave-number dep
dence much more than the frequency dependence ofS(q,n).
The elastic line is quasielastically broadened, but one
still argue that~almost elastic!-~not so elastic! histories are
much more probable than~not so elastic!-~not so elastic! se-
quences. As in the glass, the frequency distribution suf
least at the largest scattering angles. At these angles the
shape of thea peak can be determined with good precisio
around the susceptibility minimum the line shape of fastb
relaxation is not at all distorted by multiple scattering. T
position of the minimum is shifted by a small amoun
which, however, is not completely negligible when com
pared to the degree of agreement reached between ne
scattering and fundamentally different experimental te
niques~Fig. 14 of Ref.@23#!. The amplitudehq of the sus-
ceptibility minimum behaves very similarly to the phono
intensity Jq the q2 asymptote dependence sits on top of
isotropic multiple-scattering contribution, leading to an a
parenthq}q behavior in the experimentally relevant wav
number range. This is a central result of the present w
because it answers a question that had been pending
many years@51# and still remained open in the extensive da
analysis of Refs.@23,32#.

On a technical level, the present work illustrates that
main effort in studying multiple scattering goes into the fo
mulation of dynamic models that are physical, tractable, a
complete~covering a wideq,n region, thereby also guaran
teeing correct normalization!. The simulation itself is a rou-
tine operation, once one has adapted the Monte Carlo cod
one’s personal needs. In this situation, the results of the
gular scoring~Sec. IV D, Fig. 11!: Only very few multiple-
scattering sequences involve extreme scattering angles
are not covered in a multidetector experiment. A vast ma
ity of all multiple-scattering events depends only on the sc
tering law at intermediate angles. Therefore, it seems p
sible to construct a sufficiently complete dynamic mod
from the measured data alone. This supports the ‘‘pragm
approach’’ mentioned in the Introduction.

The present results are expected to apply qualitatively
any noncrystalline system. WheneverS(q,n) factorizes into
a q-dependent amplitude and an essentiallyq-independent
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function of frequency, the frequency distribution will suffe
much less from multiple scattering than the amplitude.
the other hand, when the scattering law hasq-dependent
maxima multiple scattering may lead to spurious peaks,
pecially at small angles. In such situations, simulations
more specific models must be undertaken.
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